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About This Game

Bird Watcher is a short story about a girl whose name is Claire that after her parent's death was made to live with her gloomy
vicious aunt. Her life in the new house becomes similar to the life in the cage which is full of stringent prohibitions and rules.
And every day is absolutely the same as previous one. And she can see the outside world only through the window of her small

room. Every day little Claire draws and looks on the pigeons which live on the opposite house's roof. But one day pigeons
dissappear. And the girl decides to save them...

It is a short but emotional interactive story, a highly immersive first-person “walking simulator”, with full voice narration.
In this game you will find old photos and diary pages that can help young Claire to get free from her fears.

Key Features

 An emotionally-charged storyline.

 Simple gameplay, an interactive story.

 Atmospheric sound design.

 Relaxing and pleasant autumn environment.

 Realistic graphics, created in Unity engine.
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when the joke becomes more serious than the stuff it parodies. This is the best dollar I have ever spent. This game will provide
you with hours of fun.. The Hotline Miami of pizza delivery. Kind of a one trick pony. I would not pay more than $2 for it, but
it is a fun and ridiculous arcade experience. Mix bullethell and Crazy Taxi with the terror that is the Australian Suburbs and you
get World's Fastest Pizza. Race around random neighborhoods during "happy hour" dodging gunfire and explosions, being
chased by a rabid dog, to deliver the hottest pies in town, then sneak into a dungeon and follow the blood trails to deliver a last-
meal to those being held there - leave them to enjoy their pizzas and get out, then drop off your last meatlovers to a peaceful,
sober man in the quitest neighborhood in Sydney. A truly absurd game.. Literally the worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game
I have ever played. It is as broken as my butt as soon as my mom figures out I ever played this.. First and foremost, this is not a
game. Now I don't mean this in a bad way, but it is a simulator not a game (or even a simulator type game). Most of this game is
watching the slow evolution of creatures. Unlike Spore, you do not have some advanced creature editor where you can create
your own creatures. Instead most of the simulator is changing variables and using rovers to put evolutionary pressure on the
living organisms in your world.

A good analogy for this game is that it is to Spore, as Universe Sandbox is to Space Engineers. If you are passionate about
biology and evolution then this is the "game" for you.. I played not much but already love it. Man the conductor and its
soundeffect sounds soooo nice.. Quick way to get all the achievements and at the same time having fun doing so.. I'm a sucker
for distinct period style, wit, and puzzles. This game gives me all three and then some. I feel like the title and subject matter
might turn off the male gamer, but they're missing out. The first time I failed a flirt attempt and got the "He's too much!"
screen, I cackled!

I think maybe the price point of the game is a LITTLE high. And I would love to see a HD version of this game. Actually, I'd
love to see a physical boardgame of this game produced - not sure how that would work, logistically. But it would be fun as hell
to play this with people!

What's especially commendable is the variety of races/body types/personalities in this game. It's very rare to see that and a
breath of fresh air!

My only grievance with this game is that some of the "expose" puzzles aren't random (and considering you're trying to piece
together a mystery, they SHOULDNT be random) - so sometimes its a matter of having a good memory vs actually solving the
puzzle.

It's simple, addictive, charming, and keeps you on your toes.

UPDATE:

I gotta say that the charm wears off LONG BEFORE you're even close to finishing this. I wish there was a 50/50 option. Buy it
on sale.. Free achievements.
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#freemerc
This achievement in honor of a 24 hour time in which a certain developer issued three discussion bans due to my negative
reviews on his game, leading to a community ban as a whole
Thank you, SpaceCowX for this lovely custom achievement. I feel special.. Nice,cool & awesome... Worth buying. If you've
never played a character-swapping platformer, this might appeal to you. If you've played Trine, you'll be amazed this came
afterwards. It feels like a first attempt at making a game. A shame, because the premise makes it sound pretty good.. I'm gonna
be honest, it's good. But barebones. I see a ton of potential here, I've seen the devs, I played the alpha. I know the devs are
passionate abou this product and that updates are being worked on as we speak. But right now the price doesn't match the
content. 1 map, a few items and 1 objective, fetch bones and get back to the altar, rinse and repeat and hope you don't die. No
perks, no nothing. I belive with time this game can become good, very good.. Tons of fun. This one went under the radar, and I
would confidently say that its SP campaign blows away anything that Activision (CoD) or DICE (BF) has produced in the last
10 years.

FFOW has an interesting storyline, good gameplay concepts, and an overall good feeling. Very surprising, considering CHAOS
Studios' 'Homeland' had a terrible campaign.

There are a good variety of missions and players are able to use an assortment of vehicles and aircraft throughout the SP
campaign. What I enjoy most is the "hands off", non-linear approach of the SP campaign. Certain missions will give you tanks,
planes, drones, etc, but wont force you down a specific route. It's like the developers said "Here are your objectives, here are
your tools, you figure it out". The maps are large enough so that players can actually develop a strategy and execute their own
plan, this allows great re-playability on missions.

My only gripe is that there is no COOP. A COOP campaign mode would be fantastic.. You can use the limbs of your fallen
enemies to murder more enemies. 10/10 a very soothing game. Trigonarium is a very solid twin-stick shooter that has never
received the recognition and love it well deserves. If you find the Geometry Wars games to be too fast for you, but you enjoy the
mechanics of Super Stardust HD, then this is the game you want to have a go at. Unlike many other titles in the same price bracket,
this one appears to have been tested thoroughly: I don't recall experiencing any bugs whatsoever.

This title is critically underrated and at only three euros it's an absolute steal. I urge everyone to give it a whirl!
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